Dynamic pressure analysis at chute flip buckets of five dam model studies
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Abstract

To dissipate energy and invert excessive discharge flow away from high dams into plunge pool, flip buckets are commonly designed and optimized by hydraulic model studies. In the present study, performance of chute flip buckets in different hydraulic and geometry conditions was investigated using experimental data of five different physical models. The collected experimental data such as Froude number, radius of flip bucket and slope of chute covered a wide range of chute flip buckets in prototype. By analyzing the data, relations for dynamic values of maximum and minimum pressures and their location along the flip bucket were extracted. Moreover, pressure distribution along the central axis of flip bucket was defined. Finally, results of the present research were compared with that of the other researches. Results of this study could be used in the design of chute flip buckets in hydraulic engineering.
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1. Introduction

Energy dissipation downstream of large dams is a serious and problematic subject. Using flip bucket is recommended when flow velocity is larger than about 15–20 m/s [1, 2]. Flip buckets are widely used because they allow the control of large quantities of excess hydraulic energy in a technically sound and a hydraulically safe way [3, 4]. A great deal of investigation on the flow characteristics of ski jumps have been introduced in the literature. Pressures over buckets have been computed and observed by Balloffet [5]. Henderson and Tierney demonstrated that for small ratio of hydraulic head and radius of bucket, the two dimensional (2D) computations and observations match if only the deflection angle is at least 45° [6].

Chen and Yu figured the pressure distribution over a cylindrical bucket by using the potential flow equations for different deflection angles [7]. Lenau and Cassidy demonstrated that the effect of viscosity in bucket flow is insignificant [8]. Varshney and Bajaj [9], Rajan and Rao [10] and Rao [11] also carried out investigations on major parameters of ski jump design at dams.

Juon and Hager investigated the flip bucket hydraulics without and with deflectors in a laboratory model study related to the circular shaped bucket geometry [12].

In addition, Heller et al. performed investigation on the ski jump hydraulics in a laboratory model study related to the circular shaped bucket geometry [13].

Steiner et al. also investigated the ski jump hydraulics in a laboratory model study related to the circular shaped bucket geometry for ease in construction and based on three dimensional (3D) flip bucket designs [14]. In the most recent work, Yamini and Kavianpour presented dynamic pressure distribution over the simple circular flip bucket [15]. Kermannejad et al. also investigated the dynamic pressures due to the impact of a ski jump out of a flip bucket downstream of a chute spillway model. Their results showed that the pressure coefficient is highly sensitive to horizontal and vertical distances from the impact location as well as to the impact angle [16]. In parallel with the experimental works, some numerical studies also were performed by different researchers [17,18,19,20,21].

Although ski jumps have been introduced as energy dissipation systems and many flip buckets for this purpose with various geometries are in operation, there has been few design consideration over chute flip buckets. In the present study, circular arc buckets with no curvature in plan and the steeply sloping chute approach channel were investigated. By using five different physical model data, experimental equations were extracted for values of maximum and minimum fluctuation pressures and their location along the flip bucket bottom. Moreover, pressure distribution along the central axis of flip bucket was presented. Finally results of the present research were compared with the other researches data.
2. Physical Models and Experimental Tests

To achieve a comprehensive study on flip buckets, five different physical models were selected. To make using different data possible, all the parameters were described and detailed first as shown in schematic view of a flip bucket spillway in Figure 1.

where \( W \) = Bucket width, \( R \) = Bucket radius, \( \theta \) = Takeoff angle, \( \beta \) = deflection angle, \( \alpha = \tan^{-1} (1:Z) \) chute slope, \( L_e = R(\sin \alpha + \sin \theta) \) Total bucket length, \( V_0 \) = velocity of entrance flow, \( h_0 \) = height of entrance flow, \( T_b \) = Thickness of takeoff lip \( x_1 = R \sin \alpha, x_2 = R \sin \theta \) and \( h_s \) = Height of bucket from the bed. Experiments were carried out in different flow conditions and different bucket geometries (Figure 2). A summary of used data in the prototype scale is also presented in Table 1.
Physical models of flip buckets in the present work were constructed based on Froude similarity between model and prototype. Selected scales were concluded from proposed scale effect criteria by other researchers. For example if Reynolds Number \( (Re = VR_h/\nu) \) be more than \( 10^5 \), the viscosity effect in the model is negligible and if depth of water be more than 20mm, the effect of surface tension is negligible [22, 23]. In the all experiments of this study, \( Re \) was more than \( 2 \times 10^7 \) and depth of flow was more than 26mm. Experimental models of chute buckets were built with Plexiglas to make visualization of flow possible. In the all experiments, by installing pressure transducers with 0.1% accuracy on the bottom of flip buckets, dynamic pressure fluctuations were recorded. Figure 3 shows the location of installed pressure transducers. The rate of pressure sampling in all experiments was 100HZ.
3. Dimensional Analysis

To conclude relations among physical quantities in physical models, dimensional analysis is required. In the present research, the dependent variable \( P \) could be expressed in terms of other variables by the following function:

\[
P = f(h_0, V_0, g, \mu, \sigma, \alpha, \beta, \theta, R, \rho)
\]  

where \( p \) is pressure, \( g \) is the acceleration due to gravity, \( \mu \) is viscosity, \( \sigma \) is the surface tension, \( \rho \) is density and the other parameters described in previous section. Using Buckingham \( \pi \)-theorem dimensionless parameters are as bellow:

\[
\ln \left( \frac{P}{\rho V_0^2} \right) = a_0 + a_1 \ln \left( \frac{R}{h_0} \right) + a_2 \ln \left( \frac{1}{Fr_0^2} \right) + a_3 \ln(\tan \alpha) + a_4 \ln(\tan \beta) + a_5 \ln(\tan \theta)
\]  

4. Experimental Results

Results of the present experimental study and derived equations consist of maximum and minimum dynamic pressures, location of their occurrence and dynamic pressure distribution along the bucket are presented in this section. Finally the derived equations are compared with other experimental data.

4.1. Value of maximum dynamic pressure

When flow passes the bucket, pressures fluctuate irregularly over the bucket. Maximum, minimum and average are the values of the pressure desired to be determined for the design purposes (Figure 4).

\[
\frac{P}{\rho V_0^2} = f(\tan \alpha, \tan \beta, \tan \theta, \frac{gh_0}{V_0} R \frac{\mu}{\rho h_0 V_0} \frac{\sigma}{\rho h_0 V_0})
\]  

Since the flow is fully turbulent, viscosity and surface tension have a negligible effect on bucket flow conditions [22,23], hence, the above equation can be simplified as:

\[
\frac{P}{\rho V_0^2} = a_0 \left( \frac{R}{h_0} \right)^{n_1} (\tan \alpha)^{n_2} (\tan \beta)^{n_3} (\tan \theta)^{n_4}
\]  

where \( Fr_0 (=V_0/\sqrt{gh_0}) \) is the entrance Froude Number and \( R/h_0 \) is relative curvature of bucket. The power model is widely used in engineering as the structure of the derived empirical models. Coefficients are fitted using a logarithmic transformation of data. Equations can be fitted using ordinary least squares [24].

In Figure 4, \( h_{max} (P_{max}/\gamma) \) is the maximum head, \( h_{min} (P_{min}/\gamma) \) is the minimum head and \( h_p (P/\gamma) \) is the average head of the dynamic pressure fluctuations. By using linear regression and elimination of \( \tan \beta \) and \( \tan \theta \), due to their inconsiderable effects on the pressure fluctuations; the best fitted relation is obtained as:

\[
\frac{P_{max}}{\rho V_0^2} = 1.016 \left( \frac{1}{Fr_0^2} \right)^{0.2} (\tan \alpha)^{-0.264} (R/h_0)^{-0.76}
\]

where \( P_{max} \) is the maximum pressure fluctuation (Figure 4). The collected data from experiments and the results of the extracted relation are compared in Figure 5.

\[
\text{Fig. 3 Plan view of pressure transducer locations over flip bucket bottoms}
\]

\[
\text{Fig. 4 Pressure fluctuation head characteristics}
\]

\[
\text{Fig. 5 Measured and calculated data for } P_{max} \text{ (Equation 5)}
\]
As can be seen from Figure 5, there is good agreement between the measured and calculated data (correlation factor $r^2 = 0.90$).

4.2. Value of minimum dynamic pressure

Cavitation is one of the important and destructive hydraulic phenomena which occur in high velocity and low pressure conditions. Sometimes over hydraulic structures, by increasing velocity and existing small roughness at flow walls, pressure decreases. Decreasing local pressure may cause vapor pressure and creation of bubbles. Produced bubbles, distribute in the flow and transport farther to a place with high pressure. In this time, they will explode and produce noise and huge impact stresses on the walls. In the present study, value of minimum dynamic pressure is derived according to the experimental data as the following equation to predict possibility of cavitation:

$$p_{min} = 1.53 \left( \frac{1}{Fr_0} \right)^{0.61} (\tan \alpha)^{-0.602} \left( \frac{R}{h_0} \right)^{-0.734}$$

(6)

By plotting measured data against calculated data from the above relation, it can be seen that the obtained relation predicts the minimum dynamic pressure over the flip bucket appropriately (Figure 6). The correlation factor $r^2$ is about 0.87.

4.3. Location of minimum dynamic pressure

Regarding experimental data and defining the entrance number as $\xi = Fr_0^{0.65} \times \tan \alpha$ and dimensionless location of the minimum dynamic pressure as $X_{P_{min}} = x_{P_{min}}/L_t$ ($x_{P_{min}}$ is the location of the minimum dynamic pressure from bucket lip), in $X_{P_{min}} \approx 0.1$ and $X_{P_{min}} \approx 0.9$, minimum dynamic pressure can occur in the entrance and the terminal sections of flip bucket (Figure 7).

In Figure 7, two parts could be highlighted in the view of the occurrence of cavitation. If $\xi < 0.9$ then $X_{P_{min}} \approx 0.1$ and if $\xi > 0.9$ then $X_{P_{min}} \approx 0.9$.

Cavitation index is also defined as $\delta = (h - h_v)/(V^2/2g)$ in which $h$ is the absolute pressure head and $h_v$ is the vapor pressure head. In order to observe the values of the cavitation index at the bottom of the flip bucket, cavitation indices were calculated and plotted for various ranges of $Fr$ (Figure 8).
As it could be seen in Figure 8, the entrance and exit sections of the bucket encounter cavitation hazard. In lower $Fr_o$, at the entrance and exit sections, cavitation index is lower than the other points. By increasing $Fr_o$, probability of cavitation is limited to the entrance section.

4.4. Dynamic pressure distribution along the bucket

Pressure distribution along a flip bucket could help to understand the dynamic pressures head $h_p$ in different conditions. Figure 9 shows the characteristics of the dynamic pressure distribution.

In Figure 9, $h_{pm}$ is the maximum dynamic pressure head over the bucket and $x_{pm}$ represents the location of the maximum dynamic pressure over the bucket. $h_{pm}$ could be obtained as follows:

$$h_{pm} = \frac{1.034}{V^2_0} \frac{1}{\sqrt{g}} \frac{1}{Fr_0^{0.316} (\tan \alpha)^{0.216}} \frac{R}{h_o^{0.765}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)
By using the collected data from experiments and results of extracted formula and plotting them, \( r^2 \) is about 0.92 (Figure 10).

\[ x_{PM} (location \ of \ maximum \ measured \ dynamic \ pressure \ head) \ in \ flip \ bucket \ bottom \ is \ also \ an \ important \ factor \ in \ hydraulic \ design. \] To make the presentation of the location of the maximum dynamic pressure head occurrence easy, length of the flip bucket \( (L_t) \) is divided into two different parts, \( x_1 = R \sin \alpha \) and \( x_2 = R \sin \theta \) (Figure 11). In Figure 12, \( x_{PM}/L_t \) is plotted versus \( Fr \).

As can be seen from Figure 12, \( x_{PM} \) is in range of \((0.45 - 0.6) L_t\). This means the effect of \( Fr \) is negligible and therefore equation for calculating \( x_{PM} \) is based on the chute angle and take off angle. Figure 13 shows collected experimental data in different conditions (\( x_{PM}/x_2 \) versus \( \eta = \sin \theta/(\sin \alpha + \sin \theta) = Angle \ number \)) and fitted Equation 8 with the correlation factor of \( r^2 = 0.73 \).

\[ \frac{x_{PM}}{x_2} = 0.492\left(\frac{\sin \theta}{\sin \alpha + \sin \theta}\right)^{0.12} \] (8)

It should be noted that if \( \sin \alpha = 0 \) (horizontal approach channel), \( x_{PM} \approx 0.5x_2 \) (if \( \sin \alpha = 0 \) then \( L_t = x_2 \)).

According to Figure 13 and Equation 8, \( x_{PM} \) is limited to the \( x_2 \) part of the flip bucket (Figure 11) only and in the range of \( x_{PM} = (0.7 - 1.0)x_2 \).
factor $X_{PM} = x/x_{PM}$ where $x = 0$ is the takeoff point (Figure 14). As can be seen from Figure 14, two different relations were derived for distribution of the dynamic pressure head as bellow:

$$P^* = (-X_{PM})^{0.65} \exp(0.72 + 0.72 X_{PM})^{0.8}$$

(9)

for $-1 \leq X_{PM} \leq 0$

$$P^* = 0.98 \exp(-0.75 X_{PM})^{3} \times (1.4 + X_{PM})^{0.1}$$

(10)

for $X_{PM} \leq -1$

As can be seen from Figure 14, two different relations were derived for distribution of the dynamic pressure head as bellow:

$$P^* = \frac{h_{pm}/h_0}{\tau B^2}$$

if $[(h_0/R)(40/\beta)] \leq 0.2$

(12)

$$P^* = \frac{h_{pm}/h_0}{B^2}$$

(13)

where $B = (h_0/R)^{0.5} F_r_0$ and $\tau$ = fitting parameter ($\tau = 1$ for $B < 1.5$ and $\tau = 1.3B^{-0.5}$ for $B > 1.5$).

Hager et al. investigated the maximum dynamic pressure head $h_{PM}$ based on the theoretical dynamic pressure head by a potential flow with concentric streamlines of radius $R$ and also studied the dynamic pressure head distribution along the flip bucket and determined the relative pressure head $P^* = h_{PM}/h_0$ as a function of $X_{PM} = x/x_{PM}$ [13].

$$P^* = [X_{PM} \exp(1-X_{PM})]^{1.5}$$

(13)

Equation 7 of the present study was compared with the Equations 11 and 12 in Figure 15 [12, 13].

As can be seen from Figure 15, results of this study overestimate the maximum dynamic pressure over the flip bucket in comparison with the Equations 11 and 12 [12, 13]. The reason could be described by existing chute slope in the recent study which has a meaningful effect on increasing the maximum dynamic pressure head. Dynamic pressure head distribution also was compared with Equation 13 [13].
Fig. 16 shows that along the bucket, Equation 13 predicts pressures less than that of is presented in this research and at upstream channel the results are inverse [13]. The reason as mentioned before may be using a flat upstream channel by Hager et al. while a sloppy upstream channel has been used for the present study [13]. From Fig. 16 it could also be concluded that the maximum pressure is predicted the same in similar location by the both researches.

Fig. 16 Comparison between Hager et al. (2005) and Equations 9 and 10

5. Conclusions

Determining maximum and minimum of dynamic pressures and their locations are very important in the design of flip bucket structures. In this research, to have a comprehensive view about flip buckets, many experimental data from five flip bucket structures with a wide range of entrance flow conditions were used. The main parameters which were investigated in this involved relative bucket curvature ($R/h_o$), chute spillway slope ($	an\alpha$) bucket deflection angle ($\beta$), takeoff angle ($\theta$) and approach Froude number ($F_{Ro}$). Relations were extracted for the maximum and minimum pressures fluctuations over the flip bucket with the Froude number, the relative radius of flip bucket and the chute slope as relevant dimensionless parameters. A relation was extracted for the maximum dynamic pressure and also location of the maximum and minimum values of dynamic pressure which depends on takeoff angle and chute slope, was determined. It is concluded that, $x_{PM}$ was in the range of 0.45 to 0.6 of the length of flip bucket ($L_2$) and $X_{PM\min}$ occurs in the entrance ($\approx 0.9$) and end ($\approx 0.1$) of the flip bucket. The dynamic pressure distribution along the bucket was figured based on the two proposed equations, one for $-1 \leq x_{PM} \leq 0$ and another for $x_{PM} \leq -1$. It was concluded that the slope of the upstream chute of the bucket has a meaningful effect on the dynamic pressures. Moreover, cavitation index along the flip bucket was calculated and presented for different hydraulic conditions. Finally, the concluded results were compared with other researches.
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**Notations**

- $W = \text{flip bucket width}$
- $R = \text{flip bucket Radius}$
- $\theta = \text{take off angle}$
- $\alpha = \tan^{-1}(1.2) = \text{Slop angle of chute}$
- $\beta = \text{deflection angle}$
- $L_t = R(sin\alpha + sin\beta) = \text{total bucket length}$
- $V_0 = \text{velocity of entrance flow}$
- $h_0 = \text{height of entrance flow}$
- $T_0 = \text{thickness of take off}$
- $x_j = \text{upstream length of bucket}$
- $x_s = \text{downstream length of bucket}$
- $h_b = \text{height of bucket from the bed}$
- $Q = \text{discharge flow}$
- $P = \text{pressure}$
- $g = \text{acceleration due to gravity}$
- $\mu = \text{viscosity}$
- $\sigma = \text{surfer tension}$
- $\rho = \text{density}$
- $h_{max} = (P_{max}/\gamma)$ maximum head of dynamic pressure fluctuation
- $P_{max} = \text{maximum dynamic pressure fluctuation}$
- $h_{min} = (P_{min}/\gamma)$ minimum head of dynamic pressure fluctuation
- $P_{min} = \text{minimum dynamic pressure fluctuation}$
- $h_{p} = (P_{p}/\gamma)$ head of dynamic pressure or average pressure fluctuation
- $P_{av} = \text{average dynamic pressure fluctuation}$
- $r^2 = \text{correlation factor}$
- $\zeta = Fr^{0.65} \times \tan\alpha = \text{entrance number}$
- $X_{PM\min} = x_{PM\min}/L_2 = \text{dimensionless location of minimum dynamic pressure fluctuation}$
- $x_{PM\min} = \text{location of minimum dynamic pressure fluctuation}$
- $\delta = (h - h_b)/(V^2/2g) = \text{Cavitation index}$
- $h_v = \text{vapor pressure head}$
$h$ = absolute pressure head

$h_{PM}$ = maximum dynamic pressure head;

$X_{PM} = x/l_{PM}$ relative location of the maximal measured pressure head;

$x_{PM}$ = location of maximum measured dynamic pressure head

$\eta = \sin \theta / (\sin \alpha + \sin \theta)$ Angle number

$P^* = h/h_{PM}$ relative pressure

$\tau$ = fitting parameter
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